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ABSTRACT
Music has been shown to impact the affective states of the
listener. The emotion in music task at the MediaEval chal-
lenge 2015 focuses on predicting the affective dimensions of
valence and arousal in music using low level features. In par-
ticular, this edition of the challenge involves prediction on
full length songs given a training set containing smaller 30
second clips. We approach the problem as a regression task
and test several regression algorithms. We proposed these
regression methods on the dataset from previous edition of
the same task (Mediaeval 2014) involving prediction on 30
second clips instead of full length songs. Through evaluation
on the 2015 data set, we obtain a point of reference for the
model performances on longer song clips. Whereas our mod-
els perform relatively well in predicting arousal (root mean
square error: .24), we do not obtain good results for va-
lence prediction (root mean square error: .35). We analyze
the results and the experimental setup and discuss plausible
solutions for a better prediction.

1. INTRODUCTION
Music is an important part of media and considerable re-

search has gone into understanding and indexing the music
signal [1, 2]. Music has been shown to impact the affective
states of the listeners and in depth analysis of the relation
between music and affect can impact both understanding
and design of music. Over the past few years, the emotion
in music task at various MediaEval challenges [3, 4, 5] has
provided a unified platform for understanding the affective
characteristics of music signals. The emotion in music task
at MediaEval 2015 [5] provides a training set which is a
subset of the 2014 challenge, with valence and arousal anno-
tations over 30 second clips. This subset is chosen for better
quality annotations as described in the overview paper [5].
However, it is also unique in the sense that the prediction
has to be made on a test set containing full length songs.
This poses the challenge of generalizing models trained over
smaller music segments for prediction on longer segments.

In this work, we present the results on affect prediction
in music using our previous models developed on the 2014
challenge data set. We tested multiple regression models
followed by a smoothing operation in last year’s challenge [6]
and more recently developed a Boosted Ensemble of Single
feature Filters (BESiF) algorithm [7] for affect prediction
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in music. In general, the affective signals evolve smoothly
over time and do not undergo abrupt changes. Our models
take this factor into account by learning the mapping from
features to the affective dimensions while also accounting
for the smooth temporal evolution of affect. In the 2015
emotion in music task, our best models obtain a root mean
square error values of .35 and .24 in valence and arousal
prediction, respectively. In the next section we describe our
methodology in detail.

2. METHODOLOGY
The 2015 challenge task provides a development set con-

sisting of 30 second clips from 431 songs; annotated at a rate
of 2 frames per second. The baseline feature set is extracted
using OpenSmile [8] and contains 260 features. The test set
contains 58 full length songs annotated at the same frame
rate as the development set. We use three different regres-
sion methods to predict the affective dimensions of valence
and arousal from the 260 baseline features. We describe
these methods below.

2.1 Linear Regression + Smoothing (LR+S)
In this model, we use the 260 features and learn sepa-

rate linear regression models to predict arousal and valence.
After obtaining the decisions, we perform a smoothing op-
eration by low pass filtering the frame-wise arousal and va-
lence values. We use a moving average filter as the low pass
filter with filter length tuned using three fold inner cross
validation on the train set (arousal filter length = 13; va-
lence filter length = 38). The smoothing operation not only
removes the high frequency noise, but also incorporates the
local context into account while making decision for a frame.
The decision for a frame is given as an unweighted combi-
nation of frame values in a window centered around that
frame, thereby incorporating local context.

2.2 Least Squares Boosting +
Smoothing (LSB+S)

Least squares boosting [9, 10] is another regression al-
gorithm trained using gradient boosting [9]. We use the
“fitensemble” function in Matlab to train a least squares
boosting model for predicting valence and arousal. The base
learners used for least squares boosting are regression trees
[11]. The number of regression trees in the ensemble is tuned
using 3 fold cross-validation on the train set. After obtain-
ing the frame-wise decisions from the least squares boosting
algorithm, we perform a smoothing operation as explained
in the section 2.1.



Method Valence Arousal
RMSE ρ RMSE ρ

Baseline [5] 0.37 0.01 0.27 0.36
LR+S 0.35 0.01 0.24 0.65
LSB+S 0.35 0.05 0.24 0.59
BESiF 0.37 -0.04 0.28 0.50
Unweighted summation 0.35 0.00 0.24 0.64

Table 1: Results on valence and arousal prediction
using the proposed regression systems.

2.3 Boosted Ensemble of Single feature
Filters (BESiF)

We proposed another gradient boosting based algorithm
on the 2014 emotion in music data set [7]. In this algo-
rithm, we propose the base learners to be filters (analogous
to regression trees used in LSB+S algorithm). The motiva-
tion behind this algorithm was to perform a joint learning
of regression and smoothing unlike previous two methods.
The filters not only learn the mapping between low level
features and the affective dimensions, but also perform tem-
poral smoothing. A detailed description of the training al-
gorithm can be found in [7].

2.4 Unweighted combination of LS+S, LSB+S
and BESiF algorithms

Our final model was an unweighted combination of the
previous three models. Unweighted combination of models
have been shown to help prediction if and when models cap-
ture complementary information from the features [12, 13].
In the next section, we present our results and analysis.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We show the results from the four models presented above

in Table 1. From the results, we observe that our approach
using regression fails for valence prediction with close to no
correlation with the ground truth. As this was not the case
for at least the LR+S system in the previous edition of the
challenge (MediaEval 2014 [4]), we suspect that there are
inherent differences in the data sets from MediaEval 2014
and 2015. As previously pointed out, this year’s challenge
involved prediction over full length song segments with train-
ing on 30 second clips. This poses a data mismatch problem,
particularly with respect to our BESiF algorithm. The fil-
ters in the algorithm are optimized over shorter time series
whereas test set prediction is over longer time series.

In case of arousal, our systems perform relatively well.
The linear regression system performs the best. The BESiF
algorithm again fails to perform better than the other al-
gorithms primarily because of the data mismatch problem.
The filters in the BESiF algorithm when trained on smaller
duration annotation time series may not capture the dynam-
ics that can exist over longer duration annotations. The
success of linear regression in arousal prediction offers some
promise in case of problems involving such temporal mis-
match between train and test set. In the next section, we
talk about modifying our current approach to improve the
results.

4. FUTURE WORK
Given that our systems do not perform well for valence

prediction, we aim to perform a detailed analysis to under-
stand the reasons behind the poor performance. Despite the
presence of features correlated with valence in the train set
and our success in the last edition of the challenge, a low
performance on valence prediction poses a challenge in form
of understanding prediction over longer song segments. We
suspect that providing annotators with small song segments
versus longer segments may have an impact on the anno-
tation itself. Listening to longer clips may alter affective
perceptions and introduce other annotator biases. In par-
ticular, we aim to investigate the performance of our BESiF
algorithm and modify for the given problem setting. This
may involve including adaptation schemes [14, 15] to model
differences in annotation over the train and the test set and
other mismatch that may exist.

Also several previous works have reported differences in
performances for arousal and valence prediction using acous-
tic features similar to the ones used in this work [16, 17, 18].
This is worth investigating into as it may imply that va-
lence prediction may involve other features not considered in
the baseline set of features. In the case of continuous emo-
tion tracking involving human interaction, video modality
has been shown to add complementarity and even outper-
form audio signals [18, 19, 20]. This poses a very interesting
problem for the valence prediction in music as emotion anno-
tations are made using music audio only. Whereas there can
exist videos for certain songs, it has not been investigated if
videos can be associated with and even alter the perceived
affective evolution of the song. Along similar lines, several
works propose the use of song lyrics in predicting affect [21,
22]. Hence textual content of the song can also be incorpo-
rated towards the development of an enhanced multi-modal
affect prediction system.

5. CONCLUSION
In this work, we use several previously proposed regres-

sion methods on the emotion in music task at MediaEval
challenge 2015. We note that despite our success in the pre-
vious edition of the challenge, our methods fail, particularly
for valence prediction. Our methods perform relatively well
for arousal prediction, however the trends in performance
across models are not as expected. We suspect that there
could be several reasons for the unexpected results. Primar-
ily, the differences in lengths of the train and test sets could
lead to a mismatched model for test set prediction. We also
suspect that it may cause differences in perception of affect
in music, leading to differences in affect annotation.

Instead of providing answers to relation between low level
features and affective dimensions, our work in this paper
opens up more questions regarding the affective evolution of
music signal. With regards to the future work, differences
in perception of short clips of music signal versus longer
clips, differences between affective dimensions of valence and
arousal with regards to model development and investigating
algorithmic designs will be our initial steps.
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